Impact of clopidogrel use on mortality and major bleeding in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass surgery.
Patients who received clopidogrel prior to coronary bypass surgery are at increased risk for bleeding that must be balanced with risk of ongoing ischemia if coronary artery bypass grafting is delayed. This study aimed to evaluate the impact of clopidogrel on mortality and major bleeding in patients undergoing urgent coronary bypass surgery. We reviewed 451 consecutive patients who underwent urgent isolated coronary bypass surgery; 262 had not received clopidogrel, whereas 189 received clopidogrel < or = 5 days preoperative. The primary endpoint was in-hospital death, massive transfusion or massive blood loss. Patient characteristics were almost similar between groups. There was no difference in in-hospital death or massive bleeding indices between groups (clopidogrel: 7% vs. no clopidogrel: 6%, P = 0.9). No difference was observed even after adjusting for the date of stopping clopidogrel preoperatively. Multivariate regression analysis showed that clopidogrel or the duration it was stopped preoperatively, did not predict adverse outcomes. Significant independent predictors included preoperative renal dysfunction, hemoglobin level and peripheral vascular disease. clopidogrel, or the time it was stopped prior to surgery, was not a risk factor for in-hospital death, massive bleeding, or other poor early outcomes in patients undergoing urgent coronary artery bypass surgery.